
Ohio Light Opera enchants with
The Count of Luxembourg (July 11)

by Kevin McLaughlin

Operetta distinguishes itself when it is served by
great voices and a captivating score. The stories and
situations, which can be light and a little silly, pretty
much stay in the sunshine. Franz Lehár’s The Count
of Luxembourg, which opened in Ohio Light Opera’s
production on Thursday, July 11, benefitted from
uniformly excellent singing, comedic acting, and a
perfectly winsome score — full of catchy waltzes and
polkas with lush arias sprinkled in — that had you
smiling and whistling like it was 1909.

The 1909–10 season was good for Lehár: the
composer had three operettas playing in different
Viennese theaters that year, the most successful of
which, Der Graf von Luxemburg (“The Count of
Luxembourg”), had an initial run of 226
performances in the Austrian capital and over 300 in
London.

The story, though fluffy, is romantic and appropriate to the genre. In exchange for a
small fortune, René, the impoverished Count of Luxembourg (sung by tenor Jack
Murphy), is persuaded by Russian prince Basil Basilovitch (Jacob Allen) to enter into a
temporary marriage to “Paulette,” a bride he will never see. Paulette is in fact the opera
singer Angèle (Christine Price).

Basilovitch is desperately in love with her, but cannot marry a commoner, so he arranges
the legalistic ruse to get his fiancée promoted. What could possibly go wrong? Angèle,
for her part, thinks it’s all light-hearted fun and goes along, if only for the opportunity to
become a countess. She and the Count agree to divorce three months later. As a
noblewoman, she will then be eligible to marry the Russian prince.  



By chance, the Count and Angèle meet and fall in love, only to discover that they are
both married — unbeknownst to them, to each other! By now the Count has already
spent the prince’s money and has given his word to divorce “Paulette”/Angèle. Things
look grim for the lovers until the Countess Kokozova (Maggie Langhorne) shows up and
reveals (of course) her long-standing engagement to the prince, which she forces him to
honor, leaving the Count and Angèle free to remain married. Oh, yes, and the Count has
by now re-acquired his family fortune and is now able to return the prince’s money.

As the Count, Jack Murphy combined matinée idol looks with a swoon-inducing, satiny
voice. You wouldn’t say he was operatic, but he used his voice effectively as the
romantic lead. A little bit of fatigue crept in at the last, but mostly we were seduced in
every one of his scenes by this appealing, if callow, youth in his salmon-colored sport
coat.

As Angèle, Christine Price treated the audience to silvery tones of soprano suppleness.
Price made the role seem ideally suited to her, with easy top notes and a velvety middle
range. She also held the stage well, convincing us of her complicated romantic life and
eventual good luck. Maggie Langhorne nearly stole the final act as the suffer-no-fools
Countess Kokozov. She projected the right mix of opportunism and experience to make
the dial of fate turn to her liking just in the nick of time.

Jordan Knapick (as Juliette) and William Volmar (as Armand) made a cute secondary
couple, just as vocally persuasive as the principals. Knapick’s voice radiated sunlight,
graceful in every register, and physically she managed to convey her character’s dual
assets of sweetness and tenacity. Volmar was a likable, if occasionally caddish, partner to
Knapick, possessing vocal agility and tenderness.

Jacob Allen was a comedic standout, full of wheedling charm as Prince Basil Basilovitch
while providing the character’s alleged resistance. The trio of comic bureaucrats (“The
Three” — Zachary Elmassian, Colin Ring, and R. Porter Hiatt) also showed off nice
voices and good comedic timing.

Under the skilled baton of Wilson Southerland, the orchestra instilled infectious energy
into Lehár’s score. The chorus sang strong and clear as party revelers. The dresses and
menswear in the Mardi Gras and party scenes were wonderful. Spencer Reese’s
choreography contributed to an enchanting evening.
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